Amanda Facetimes Julia
JULIA
I thought we said eleven
AMANDA
Sure but I have a massage booked
for then so I called earlier.
I thought you would have showered
by now Julia
Ehm well I guess it’s just us
AMANDA
Well that’s a cosy little worky
corner
JULIA
Yes so thoughts, I’m thinking of
brand personalisation, so if your
shop had a face what would that be?
AMANDA
Stop I love that, if my shop had,
If my Store had a face, it would be
my face
JULIA
For example how would that face
make you feel?
Blessed

AMANDA

JULIA
So I’ve been putting together a
shutty for the next stage of the
launch so for example this is what
we did for Muji
AMANDA
Get you, you know your onions. I
always wondered what you got up to
at your work
Hmm?

JULIA

2.
AMANDA
Well because you always made it
look so hard, you know like your
eyes were gonna pop out with the
stress sometimes, I don’t know, I’m
finding it quite manageable
actually.
Amanda gets an Instagram notification
A
Oh Amanda Holden just liked my post
They Smile at each other
Go on

A

Second scene follow up Facetime
AMANDA
Hey, I’ll just be with you in a mo
I’m just rushed off my feet right
now
JULIA
Yeah, I can see that they probably
saw you on Living etc online, or in
the MumsNet piece that I wrangled,
you know it’s 10,000 hits per
minute, so it’s quite a cue, so
well done me
I’d actually forgotten how I good I
am at my job, you know? I quite
enjoyed the challenge, you know?
Just gave me the kick I needed.
AMANDA
You’re welcome I’m glad I got you
out of your little hole
JULIA
No, no, you didn’t get me out of a
little hole. I got you out of your
big hole
AMANDA
I think this is going to look great
on your cv Julia
JULIA
I don’t have a Cv it’s not the 80’s

3.
AMANDA
Well it will look great on your
LinkedIn
Amanda Looks at Instagram
AMANDA
Ooh 200 likes on my bamboo trivet,
ding!
Can I help you with something
Julia?
JULIA
No, no it’s eh I wanted to say
you’re welcome
AMANDA
My pleasure
JULIA
My pleasure
No problem

AMANDA

JULIA
No, no it’s eh usually I charge
£400 a day for this major kind of
brand consultancy work and I eh did
spend four days in my eh pokey
wokey corner and eh pulling in lots
of favours, so
Amanda picks up a candle
AMANDA
For your bedroom office
JULIA
Mmm, yeah that’s lovely
AMANDA
That’s £85 please
Eh

JULIA

AMANDA
Cards only we’re cashless

